
All swimmers participating in the Senior Sectional meet will be working out 

beginning at 3:30pm at the BC. 

Make sure you check out all the info in this handout. Remember the rules about heats 

and finals meets.  Understand and review the Scratch rules. Know what events you 

are signed up for. Understand that if you miss a final event you are out of the meet. 

Keep in mind the traffic conditions as you make your way to KCAC. 

RELAY Assignments are subject to change: you will be swimming in a relay unless 

you are notified, OR unless the individual listed fails to show. All listed individuals are 

expected to participate. 

Remember that there are 32 swimmers who will make finals! Make the effort to be 

among those swimmers.

For all of you, you are expected to SHAVE for this meet. Even you guys with the full 

body suits.  It wil grow back. Also, included in the hand out I've added a short article on 

the importance of sleep. It was sent by USA Swimming. The message is, for the rest of 

this week get your sleep. Don't just focus on sleep the last day before the meet. You 

can't eliminate 'sleep debt' the day before the meet. 

Many of you will have had the opportunity to participate in nearly 200 workouts since 

early September. You've had a good number of meets with some great results. For most 

of you this will be the last sc yard meet of the season. I congratulate you.  It's time to put 

it on the line one more time. IT'S TIME TO RACE! The psych sheet has been posted on 

our website. Check it out!  YOU ARE READY! 

sc SR Sectionals

March 11-15, 2009

Bellevue Club Swim Team

Meeting for Senior Sectionals Participants:

Tuesday:   4:45- 5:00pm at the BC pool.
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7:25-7:30am

7:30-8:00a.m.

1

2

3

4
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8:30-8:45am

1 A quick swim 4-5 minutes 

2 Starts:  2-3 with a coach

3

4 Warm down as needed

Relays  

Thursday

8 x 50 / 10-20 RI  (4 Fr - 4 Ch) as a group, elevate your HR. 

2 x 50 /  10-20 RI  25 fast - 25 recover

Warm down as needed.

Check the relay sheets to confirm when you swim. Confirm with Klaas that you will be at the meet. 

Wednesday

Warmups may seem hectic and busy, but this meet is about maximizing your opportunities to swim 

at your best.

sc SR Sectionals
March 11-15, 2009

Bellevue Club Swim Team

Meet Guidelines:

Sunday 400 Med Rel      All relays for all teams are scheduled during prelims. Nice 

and easy. Be there to finish it up in style. 

Starts & and pace as needed. Warm down!

A second warm-up  on your own, if needed. 

200 Fr. Rel      All relay swimmers need to be at the pool by 5:00pm. If you 

are not able to be there advise Klaas. Girls- This is important!

200 Med. Rel    At this point all relays are in prelims. Only swimmers 

scheduled for individual events this day will be asked to participate. If you're 

scheduled for a relay and you can't stay, advise Klaas.

Assuming you are scheduled to participate on a given day, you are expected to be at the session from the 

beginning. 

NOTE:  To maximize performance and recovery, before every event your are expect to warm up 

and warm down. Stay involved in the meet! 

Pace as needed:  200 and up (know your splits)

Team cheer following this second warm-up.

800 swim  (4 fr - 4 ch, basically your choice, loosen up legs)

Warm Up in the competition pool together.  This may be difficult because of school 

obligations.

Wednesday:   3:00pm 

BCST Warm-up Procedure:

Light stretch as a team, behind the lanes near the diving tank.

Friday

Saturday

800 Free Rel     One guys' relay in finals and one during prelims at this point, 

unless there are scratches. We'll make this work.  Guys at the meet be 

prepared to race in the morning.  Both should be able to place. 

400 Free Rel     No school, this helps. Girls will swim during prelims. Both 

guys relays are during finals, last heat. Get it done!

NOTE:

All swimmers are considered entered in their events. Scratches from events 

needs to be done the day before your event by 6:00pm.  I f you did not 

scratch the event and you don't swim it, you're out of your next 

event. (Swimmer responsibility)

Coach will check in 1000 entries at 2pm.                     

Relay swimmers arrive at 5:00pm.

When the official Timeline becomes available this 

can be modified.  Don’t be late. 
Thursday - Sunday  7:30am

Arrival times: 
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6 Time Line:     

Prelims      

W.U.

Prelims     

Meet 

Finals     

W.U.

Finals                 

Meet 

Wednesday 3:00pm 4:30pm

Thursday 7:30am 9:00am 4:00pm 5:30pm

Friday 7:30am 9:00am 4:00pm 5:30pm

Saturday 7:30am 9:00am 4:00pm 5:30pm

Sunday 7:30am 9:00am 3:00pm 4:30pm

8

*   1000 Free:   check-in Wednesday by 2:00pm

*   1650 Free:   check-in Saturday evening by 6:00pm 

If you plan to go home between heats and finals please keep in mind travel 

time: especially on Friday afternoon. For some, you may consider a motel 

where you can just lie down and rest. It is important to stay off the legs between 

heats and finals.

Failure to 'show'  in a finals will disqualify a swimmer from the rest of the meet. 

Each day before leaving the meet, check with Klaas.

To scratch an entered event you must do so the day before, by 6:00 

pm.

For any scratches see Klaas.

Nationals Champs Scratch procedure used

You are considered checked in for all events (except the 1000 & 1650 and 

relays) unless you've scratched. If you miss a prelim event you are out of the 

rest of that day's events including the relays.

The 1000 and 1650 have a check-in time. If you don't check in you don't swim. 

This is a swimmer's responsibility.

sc SR Sectionals
March 11-15, 2009

Bellevue Club Swim Team

Important Things to Remember About the Meet

4-Heats in finals You will note that this will be a very fast 

meet, making finals is awesome! Check with 

your coach before you leave. 
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sc SR Sectionals
March 11-15, 2009

Bellevue Club Swim Team

More Reminders:

Each day, before leaving check with your coach.

Let's have some good cheering for your teammates during the course of the meet!  Good 

luck to all of you!!

Swimmers in Distance events arrange for timers and counters ahead of time.

After each event be sure to check if you have made finals, physically check the results 

and listen for the announcements.  The penalties for failing to 'show' are severe. 

Remember 4-heats in finals (32 swimmers). 

Take time to read the sleep study conducted at Standford University.

This is a heats and finals meet. The top 32 qualifiers will qualify for finals and will 

score.  Failure to show for a finals event will eliminate the individual from the rest of the 

meet. Before leaving the pool check in with your coach (for Senior-1 check with Klaas). 

You'll be asked if you're in finals.

Relays: relays are timed final events.  Some are swum during prelims and some at 

the end of finals.  We've tried to indicate which relays will be swum during prelims and 

which will be swum during finals.  Check to see what the BCST Relay assignments are 

and when they will be swum. Relays are subject to change. Arrive on time.

This is your big meet. You've put in lots of time, now's the chance for another  payoff. 

Compete!  RACE!

Wear the team suit and cap!  The new TYR suits are fine.

While at the meet stay well hydrated, drink enough so that you need to go to do the 

bathroom from time to time. Water may still be the best drink available.

Eat healthy. You know what that is by now. Don't eat anything out of the oridinary for you.  

If you are used to cereal, then eat cereal: it wouldn't be good to experiment with anything 

exotic, thinking it is good for your meet. 

Check the the start times for prelims and finals each day. You will note that Sunday 

Finals start an hour earlier. 

See your coach before your event.  Following your event: warm-down and then see 

your coach.

Remember scratch deadlines and check-in deadlines.
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Wed                    

200 F.R.

Women # 1 # 5 # 7 # 9 # 11 # 15 # 17 # 21 # 23 # 25 # 27 # 31 # 33 # 35

1000 100 200 200 200 200 400 100 500 100 100 200 1650 50
Free Free Breast Back Fly Free IM Back Free Breast Fly IM Free Free

Qualifying Times 10:46.09Y 54.23Y 2:30.51Y 2:11.05Y 2:12.77Y 1:56.84Y 4:39.31Y 1:00.90Y 5:12.19Y 1:09.69Y 59.61Y 2:12.30Y 18:09.88Y 25.10Y

Cardwell, Maureen B*   54.91Y  2:06.71Y    57.82Y    24.75Y

MacLean, Erin  2:10.02Y B* 1:01.44Y    58.40Y B* 2:17.44Y

O'Keefe, Meghan B* 2:12.87Y  4:33.74Y B* 1:00.02Y  2:10.51Y

Thompson, Claire B*   55.89Y  2:29.78L  1:00.58Y B* 1:01.59Y    25.07Y

Men # 2 # 6 # 8 # 10 # 12 # 16 # 18 # 22 # 24 # 26 # 28 # 32 # 34 # 36

1000 100 200 200 200 200 400 100 500 100 100 200 1650 50

Free Free Breast Back Fly Free IM Back Free Breast Fly IM Free Free

Qualifying Times 10:14.69Y 49.05Y 2:18.49Y 2:01.79Y 2:01.79Y 1:47.20Y 4:18.89Y 56.09Y 4:51.69Y 1:02.19Y 54.09Y 2:00.69Y 17:15.12Y 22.49Y

Benca, Eric B* 2:02.98Y    54.98Y

Davidson, Troy    45.00Y    53.81Y    21.34Y

Deiparine, Jimmy B*   51.96Y  2:17.32Y  1:01.38Y B* 2:02.66Y

Fisk, Ian  1:59.95Y    21.73Y

Gockel, Nate B*   49.60Y  2:18.18L    54.24Y B*   22.53Y

Hallowell, Ethan    45.26Y  1:49.13Y  1:41.41Y  1:01.04L    51.13Y    20.58Y

Komlodi, Kyle B* 2:02.14Y    52.78Y    52.89Y B*   22.65Y

Longbotham, Murray  4:37.57Y    50.45Y  2:17.74L    21.47Y

Molnar, Mark    46.51Y  2:18.77L    53.71Y    21.52Y

Mooers, Andrew    47.52Y  1:57.79Y  1:44.81Y    54.40Y    52.32Y    22.04Y

Morris, Devon    47.15Y  1:46.93Y  1:01.90Y B*   55.08Y B* 2:04.58Y    21.59Y

Natyzak, Keenan    48.06Y  1:46.75Y BB1:02.07L    22.32Y

Palumbo, Alex  8:49.32S B* 1:53.61Y B* 4:54.01Y 17:12.55Y

Picardo, Chris  2:38.04L  1:46.52Y  4:50.29Y B*   55.01Y B* 2:01.51Y

Portelance, Dylan  9:08.34L  1:59.77Y  1:46.80Y B* 4:25.65Y  4:21.93L B* 2:07.34Y

Schaeffer, Kyle B*   51.01Y  1:43.50Y    53.06Y B   22.10Y

Seidel, Taylor  2:00.43Y B* 2:02.89Y  1:04.77L    52.99Y  1:56.96Y

Sholdra, Steve  8:51.21S B* 1:52.78Y B* 4:55.77Y 16:56.14Y

Stadius, Eric B* 2:06.72Y    55.74Y

Stanchi, Paolo  2:14.75Y  1:54.01Y  4:10.45Y B*   57.35Y B* 1:02.64Y  2:00.31Y

Stokes, Geoffrey B* 2:18.64Y  1:01.52Y

Wiens, Matthew  9:04.85L B* 2:02.34Y B* 1:51.07Y  4:50.50Y 16:58.25Y

Wingerson, Andy B*   51.29Y B* 2:19.13Y  1:01.27Y  2:00.21Y

Thursday                                                                           

200 Med. Rel.

Friday                                        

800 F.R.

Saturday                                                                                 

400 F.R.

Sunday                                                                   

400 Med. Rel.


